
 

Operators Eigenvalues Eigenvectors

As we have begun to build up our

understanding of kets and linear

algebra representation of QM we

begin to extend it by understanding
that much of QM is solving the

Eigenvalue Problem

Two critical postulates result in the
Eigenvalue Problem framing

Postulate 2 a physical observable is

represented by an operator

acting on a Ket

Postulate3 the only possible measurement

of an observable is an

eigenvalue of the operator
Let's start with the eigenvalue
equations for our spin 112 system
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In words acting on the 1 7 Ket with
the Sz operator results in the

eigenvalue 4h42 times the It lat

Or if we measure Sz for the It Ket
we get thk

Similarly fortheI 7 Ket
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Matrix Representations

As we saw earlier we can represent
bets as column vectors
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Now because the Sz operator
for spin 42 produces two



eigenvalues it must be represented

by a sgva
qtix.SE

In addition because it produces

real eigenvalues it must

also be Hermitian Mone on

that later
with Sz calf we can

determine the elements by
working through the eigenvalue problem
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A couple thing

Sz is represented by a diagonal
matrix
This is because an operator Sz is

always diagonal in its own
basis also Sz
This allows you to read off
the eigenvalues

Sz is Hermitian as its

eigenvalues are real

Hermitian means that the

complex conjugate transpose of Sz
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is the same as the original
Matrix

complex
conj
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bk Sz is diagonal and the elements
are real it automatically satisfies
this
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We won't derive the other operators but

we can show that Sy 55 Sy ST
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Thecomplexconjugatetranspose is called theadjoint
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o.OperaloouquHy
operators have the same dimensions

as the basis of the system under

investigation Hilbertspace

For spin k 2 eigenvalues 2 2

Spin I 3 eigenvalues 3 3

Spin 312 4 eigenvalues 4x4

etc

What characterizes the operator in

its matrix representation are the

values that it carries it matrix elements

a general matrix element is given
BY
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For a spin 112 system with the
usual basis 1 7 I 7 an operator
would be represented as

AE
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For a spin 1 system we might have

a basis like It 107,1 7 So
T T Heigenvalues th on

the operator A is represented

µ
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All of this work to develop these
representations leads us to an

important idea in QM
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Big Idea Diagonalization of Operator

QM operators that represent physical
observables have real eigenvalues The

process of Diagonalization letsyou
find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the operator This is very
important for determining energy
spectra energy eigenvalues and

the associatedstakes energy eigenstates

Example Eigenvalues Eigenstates ofSy

What are the eigenvalues a eigenstates
of Sy
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Solution This is a two step process X thenkid

First we setup the eigenvalue
egu where are the unknown

eigenvalues and 1 4 are the



unknown eigenstates

Sy 1 7 41 3

Sy x 1 7 0

Solutions to this equation only
exist if

where

dett Sy I 1 0 I di
so we solve this
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So we got two eigenvalues as we should
have gotten and they are distinct

not degenerate



Each eigenvalue gives rise to an eigenstate
so we now use each X we can find
the associated eigenstates I
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This isn't enough information to determine
a tab But the Ket 1 7 needs to
be normalised
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Thus the eigenstate is



B c this is for Sy X thy
We label it with the Ket Hy
I Hye al

We can perform similar calculations for

X the and for Sy We would
end up with
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Projection Operators

Now that we have built up this structure
we can understand how some of

the more confusing QM experiments



produce the measurements we

have seen

The projection operators we will develop

provide the mathematical foundation

that explain these experiments

Let's look at how we construct these

operators for a spin 42 system

Starting with a general state in

the Sz basis
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We can move the kets around
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must be equal to 1






















